chairman’scorner
Continuing the competition theme…
Graham Anderson (Chairman), High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire
Isn’t it always the way – you know you have
something you need to refer to but you just
can’t find it when you need it. Then the law of
sod rears its ugly head. As I sorted the rally
photos for last month’s Chairman’s Corner I
couldn’t find a vital piece of info – the event
results. I knew I had put them somewhere safe and as I was searching for
something else today, up comes the very Motoring News article that I’d
saved almost 30 years ago to accompany the pics!
A quick scan of the piece reveals that the event was held in 1983 with 70
cars entered. Clearly not familiar with the venue, many competitors opted
for slicks on the first two runs. Those in the know were aware that these
were unsuitable for the conditions. None other than Mike Hanna knew this
of course and he steered his Imp to a spectacular 2nd fastest on Stage 2,
only being beaten by the previous year’s winner, Charles Eveson in his very
quick Escort RS1800. Mike did it again on the 6th stage by recording 3rd
fastest to leave other Class A in his wake. The overall result being a superb
4th place for Mike Hanna, who was just 1 min 59 secs behind the winner
Pete Morris in a 2-litre Sunbeam and a couple of RS2000s.
The results show that the Clan was driven by R Ceen rather than the
previously suggested S Golding who was navigating them into 13th place.
The article also reveals that the yellow Imp was driven by C Paley and
co-piloted by S Ellis who finished 27th overall. Does anyone remember any
of them?
With just 42 finishers after nine slippery stages brother Malc must have
suffered somewhat during the event as he finished a lowly 30th overall
which was quite unusual for him. Just under two minutes further down was
Mark Maynard in 35th place. It’s just a shame I didn’t have this info to hand
a month ago so it could have accompanied the photos and the law of sod
appears to be alive and well!
Well, all this reminiscing has brought back many happy memories for me
so I decided to promptly scan some more negatives from two other singlevenue stage rallies. The 1983 Oxford Motor Club Motivation Stages was my
first coverage as the event’s Official Photographer. This was held at Barford
St John airfield near Banbury in June and this was followed by the Hercules
Stages on Colerne Airfield run by Dursley Motorcycle & Light Car Club. As
you can see Imps were never far from the action!
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Motivation Stages:
Malcolm Anderson at Barford St John
Airfield, near Banbury, June 1983
Photo: Graham Anderson
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Car No. 28: unknown Imp,
Hercules Stages, Colerne
Airfield, Wilts, October 1983.
Note the Clan parked in the
distance.
Top right: unknown Imp,
Motivation Stages, Barford St
John Airfield, near Banbury,
June 1983.
Right: Driver swap – Greg
Parker driving with owner Ted
Adams in the hot seat. This is
the same car as pictured last
month (page 6) where it has
changed colour to red and
gained two more headlights!
Photos: Graham Anderson
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